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EXCITING
NEW
MODEL

AMAZING
PRICE

TX-NR696MK2
AV Receiver
A harmonious mix of tech and tradition,
the TX-NR696 adapts to entertainment
life and finds the emotion in every sound
source, from 3D film-scores to vinyl records.
Next-Generation Network Audio gathers
Chromecast built-in, Works with Sonos,
AirPlay 2, and DTS Play-Fi®

Geneva Time
Analog Alarm Clock and Speaker
3050
Floorstanding Speakers

Ultra-precise engineering combined with
superior design, Geneva Time provides
consistent sound quality and features
Bluetooth, AUX inputs, wired and wireless
phone charging, and built in alarm clock.

The perfect loudspeaker for larger rooms.
It boasts the ultra-low levels of distortion,
typically found of speakers costing three or
four times its price.

Available in Black, Cognac, Red or White.

WAS $1,499

999

$

1,399

$

NEW
RELEASE

499

$

Super prices on the latest and greatest AV Brands in our Mid-Year Madness Sale.
We’re committed to helping you find the very best solutions for your budget
by offering honest, expert advice.
LS60

WIRELESS FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS

LS60 Wireless offers you the choice of wireless interspeaker connectivity or wired connection to maximise
performance. You can use the lowlatency intelligent
wireless interspeaker connection for exceptionally reliable
cable-free listening up to 24bit/96kHz or the wired
connection with resolution up to 24bit/192kHz. "The KEF
LS60 Wireless is everything a modern all-in-one Hi-Fi
system should be, combining eyecatching looks, a suite of
useful features and outstanding sound quality."

10,499

$

60 Years of
Defining Tomorrow

237A Dominion Rd, Mt Eden, Auckland

09 630 1204

avworld.co.nz

3020
Bookshelf Speakers

3050i
Cinema Pack

3050i
Floorstanding Speakers

The 3020 is a multi award winning
bookshelf speaker. Boasting 125mm and
22mm precision drivers, Q 3020 deliver
deep bass and room filling sound.

Combines the very best of the 3000i
Series to deliver truly a stunning home
cinema system ensuring you hear every
detail at its very best from your favourite
music and movies.

Stunning sonic performance, beautiful
aesthetics and boasting a range of unique
technologies including HPE™ and P2P™
ensure these floorstanding speakers deliver
a truly exceptional sound.

Available in Walnut, White or Black.

Available in Walnut, White or Black.

Available in Graphite only.

WAS $599

399

WAS $3,499

2,999

$

$

WAS $1,899

1,399

$

Q Acoustics has been
designing classleading, award-winning
loudspeakers since
2006, using innovative
technologies to deliver
incredible performance.

Concept 30
Standmount Speakers

Concept 50
Floorstanding Speakers

Taking design cues from the Concept
300, the Concept 30 sits below the
50 and 90 in the Concept range while
introducing new innovations and being
a truly high end speaker system.

A sonic step-up from the Concept 30,
this elegant floorstander takes everything
great about its standmount brother but
delivers more powerful audio, a deeper
soundstage and increased bass extension
through its leading-edge, low resonance
cabinet.

Available in White, Black or Silver.

Available in White, Black or Silver.

2,299

$
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M20 Active
HD Wireless Speakers
High definition Bluetooth connectivity,
plus USB and optical digital and AUX
input. Flexibility and the award winning
Q-Acoustics performance in a compact
package.
Available in Walnut, White or Black.

4,999

1,199

$

$

cables available instore and online
Speaker Cables

RCA Analogue

XLR Balanced

Premier 100B
Bookshelf Speakers
Step up from mass-market audio to a superior
sound experience, with the new Premier Series
of affordable high-performance loudspeakers.
Step up to exclusive audio technologies,
backed by fundamental industry-leading audio
research, for a performance experience
unlike anything else in this class.

Premier 700F
Floorstanding
Speakers

Premier 800F
Floorstanding
Speakers

Borrowing technology
and design elements
from Paradigm's more
expensive offerings
and with components
designed in-house,
Paradigm can control
nearly every aspect of
the speaker to get the
level of performance
and sound signature
they want.

Borrowing technology
and design elements
from Paradigm's more
expensive offerings
and with components
designed in-house,
Paradigm can control
nearly every aspect of
the speaker to get the
level of performance
and sound signature
they want.

Available in Espresso Grain,
Gloss White or Satin Black.

Available in Espresso Grain,
Gloss White or Satin Black.

Available in Espresso Grain, Gloss White or Satin Black.

1,599

Made in Canada

The singularity of
science, design, and
technology reveals a
new Paradigm of audio
performance. Paradigm
brings music and home
cinema to life.

WAS $3,199

2,999

$

$

Founders 80F
Floorstanding
Speaker

2-driver, 2 way standmount,
ported enclosure.
1" Aluminium Magnesium
Ceramic tweeter.
6" Ultra excursion AL-MAG
driver with Perforated Phase
Alignment, gorgeous real wood
finishes. Stunningly realistic
sound.

1" Aluminium
Magnesium Ceramic
tweeter. 6" Ultra
excursion AL-MAG
driver with Perforated
Phase Alignment,
Cascade-Fusion
Bracing, gorgeous
real wood finishes.

Founders 120H
Active Bass
Floorstanding
Speaker
1" Aluminium
Magnesium Ceramic
tweeter. 6" Ultra
excursion AL-MAG driver
with Perforated Phase
Alignment, CascadeFusion Bracing, Active
bass with ARC room
correction, gorgeous
real wood finishes.

*Stands sold separately.

$

7,999

$
Made in Canada

17,999

$
Made in Canada

cables available instore and online
SPDIF Digital

USB Digital

Made in Canada

DEMO
INSTORE
NOW

Founders 40B
Bookshelf
Speaker

4,999

3,999

$
Made in Canada

HDMI

Made in Canada
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One of the best-established
brands on the Hi-Fi market.
Producing integrated, pre
and power amplifiers, CD
players and sophisticated
D/A converters.

BONUS PAIR OF
AUDIOQUEST
ROCKET 22
SPEAKER CABLES
WORTH $650*

*Only with the Hegel H95, H120, H190. 3m pair

H95
Integrated Amplifier

H120
Integrated Amplifier

H190
Integrated Amplifier

Not just an amplifier, but also a complete
streaming solution with both AirPlay and
UPnP streaming. H95 has built-in Spotify
Connect for instantaneous and incredibly
responsive music playback.

The H120 melds the best of its bigger
siblings in a smaller and more affordable
package. Featuring 75 watts per channel
and Apple Airplay.

The H190 is an amplifier with DLNA
streaming capabilities that can play music
from any streaming platform including
AirPlay. Enjoy the ease of use with ultimate
sound quality.

Available in White or Black.

Available in Black or White.

3,495

4,695

$

6,995

$

$

KEF are renowned for
superior acoustic quality
products that create
recordings as natural as
the original performance.

ROON
READY,
HDMI
eARC, USB
& MORE

LSX II

The Deﬁnitive Compact Wireless HiFi

LS50 Meta
Bookshelf Speakers

LS50 Wireless II
Bookshelf Speakers

Every aspect of the LSX II Wireless System
complements and enhances your home
entertainment experience. Connect additional
wireless speakers through Airplay 2, Chromecast
or Roon.

A highly precise,
emotionally engaging
loudspeaker built on
revolutionary acoustic
technology.

More than a high-performance loudspeaker,
it’s the perfect all-in-one speaker system.
You can stream from any source thanks
to wireless compatibility with AirPlay 2,
Chromecast and more.

Available in Carbon Black, Mineral White, Cobalt Blue, Lava Red
and Soundwave by Terence Conran Edition.

*3m pair.

LSX II
Bookshelf Speakers

NEW
RELEASE
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2,499

$

BONUS PAIR OF
AUDIOQUEST
ROCKET 11
SPEAKER CABLES
WORTH $489*

WAS $4,199

3,899

$

2,490

$

48 G

bps

HDMI
CABLES

High-octane
audio that takes
your breath away.

Zen Stream
Hi-Res Streamer

GO Bar
Ultraportable DAC / AMP

Zen DAC V2
Hi-Res USB DAC

ZEN Stream is a true ground-up
design by iFi - the hardware and
software implementation are
quite exceptional. Just add DAC.

Small but mighty GO Bar has
the power to drive even the
most demanding headphones, a
compact DAC amplifier.

Chill out at home or office.
Find your Zen with this super
affordable compact DAC/
headphone amp.

699

649

$

Signature iDSD
Desktop/Portable DAC

Connect your headphones
to the Zen CAN and you'll be
pumping out 52x more power.

iFi's top-of-the-range desktop/
portable DAC and headphone
amp will supercharge your tunes.

1,399

iDSD Diablo
Portable Headphone
DAC/Amp

129

From the Ultra-Res digital stage
to the PureWave analogue
power section, it takes serious
headphones to tame the Gryphon.

1,099

$

The iPower Elite was designed to deliver
smooth and silent power. It gives your
streamer/DAC/amplifier all the silent, clean
power of a battery with none of the hassle.

599

$

xDSD Gryphon
DAC/Headphone Amp

Pure sonic performance. The new
fiery red design sits at the top of
iFi's range of portable DAC/amps.

iPower Elite
Low Noise DC Power Supply

Upgrade to the iFi iPower to feed your
system’s circuits with clean, audiophile
grade power and address issues at both
the output and input stages.

$

1,799

$

iPower

299

$

Zen CAN
Headphone Amp

349

iFi's ultra-affordable hi-res
Bluetooth® DAC just got
even better!

299

$

$

Zen Blue V2
High-resolution
Bluetooth Streamer

$

$

PowerStation
Ultra Clean Power Block with Active
Noise Cancellation
The iFi PowerStation is for everyone who likes
their audio interference free. Put a stop to RFI
or EMI noise and enjoy pain-free audio.

1,099

$

cables available instore and online
SPDIF Digital

USB Digital

HDMI
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With a history dating back
to 1883, Thorens are still
innovating and producing
much sought-after, quality
hi-end audio equipment
today - especially evident
with their turntables.

TD 101 A
Fully Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable
A fantastic fully automatic turntable, it
features a newly developed aluminum
tonearm, including the preassembled AT 3600
cartridge from Audio Technica.

1,199

$

TD 102 A
Fully Automatic Belt-Drive Turntable

TD 402 DD
Automatic Direct-Drive Turntable

TD 403 DD
Manual Direct-Drive Turntable

A fantastic fully automatic turntable, it features
an upgraded carbon tonearm, switchable built-in
phono preamp and is designed for extremely low
frictional resistance.

With a very silent, innovative direct drive
motor in combination with an integrated
phono pre amp and auto start/stop function,
it fuses together state of the art technology
with ease of use and perfect sound.

The purist and audiophile claim of the new
model is emphasised by the omission of an
auto stop function and integrated phono
preamplifier. The new turntable is powered
by a 24V power supply.

1,499

$

Available in Black or Walnut.

1,599

$

Available in Black or Walnut.

2,799

$

Available in Black or Walnut.

World-class, handmade
products, nothing
makes it into a Rega
design if there isn't a
functional reason for it
to be there.

Planar 1
Manual Turntable

Planar 1 Plus
Manual Turntable

Planar 3
Manual Turntable

With the Rega Carbon Cartridge fitted, the new
Planar 1 is the most user-friendly Rega turntable
to date. Now with preset bias force on the brand
new RB110 tonearm.

The Rega engineers have added a custom
designed, high quality, moving magnet phono
stage based around the multi-award winning
Rega Fono Mini.

Rega have worked tirelessly to improve every
aspect of this turntable offering improved
ergonomics, usability and first and foremost,
sonic performance.

Available in Black or White.

Available in Black or White.

Available in Red, Black or White.

699

$

6

799

$

Audio-Technica cartridges available instore

2,299

$

with Exact cartridge included

Engineering every
single component
from scratch,
Wharfedale are able
to truly achieve a
perfect harmony in
performance.

LIMITED
SPECIAL

SAVE

$300
Evo 4.1
Bookshelf Speaker

Denton 85th Anniversary
Bookshelf Speaker

Natural, musical, and addictive
sound, free from listening
fatigue while adding a level
of transparency, ultra-low
colouration, and detail surpassed
only by thir Elysian range.

A two-way speaker in the classic
bookshelf tradition, beautifully
hand veneered in mahogany.
A mixture of traditional and
advanced technology.

WAS $1,049

999

$

1,399

Linton Heritage
Bookshelf Speaker
with Stands
A three-way standmount model
retaining similar proportions to the
classic Linton models. Its woodveneered cabinet has a vintage
look, yet the standard of ﬁnish is
distinctly contemporary.

1,999

$

$

For over six decades Rotel
has been engineering,
manufacturing, and
delivering audio products
built to the highest
standards of quality,
with extraordinary
performance and
exceptional value.

Rotel A10
Integrated Amplifier

Rotel CD11 Tribute
CD Player

Rotel A11 Tribute
Integrated Amplifier

The A10 is a 40-watt per channel integrated
amplifier that will satisfy the audio purist who
doesn’t require high power output or digital
streaming capability. Its straightforward
operation is refreshing and its performance is a
pleasure to listen to.

Rotel’s CD11 Tribute CD player was engineered
with hands-on support from audio legend
Ken Ishiwata utilizing a custom selection of
acoustically tuned components delivering an
even higher level of performance and acoustic
clarity standing ready to playback the
200+ million CD’s that have been sold over the
past 30 years.

The A11 developed in cooperation with the
audio engineering legend Ken Ishiwata is a
Tribute to his legacy. Upgraded components
and meticulous tuning of all critical circuits
deliver a richer, expressive, and true-to-life
experience from the Bluetooth, RCA and
Moving Magnet Phono Stage inputs.

Available in Black or Silver.

Available in Black or Silver.

Available in Black or Silver.

1,099

$

1,099

$

1,599

$

available instore
and online
available
instore
and online
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LIMITED
STOCK

AXA25
Integrated Amplifier

CXA81
Integrated Amp

EVO 75
Streaming Amp

Offering 25 watts of power per channel, the
AXA25 features a 3.5mm aux input on the front
for smartphones and four analogue inputs on the
back panel for connecting all your sources.

Class leaders are constantly being
replaced in hi-fi, but rarely is it done so
soundly as by Cambridge Audio’s CXA81
integrated amp.

A shining example of just how appealing
a just-add-speakers streaming system
can be. If you’re looking for the ultimate
convenience in a superb-sounding, wellfeatured parcel, the Evo 75 is simply the
best system of its kind to spend quality
time with.

699

2,599

$

3,999

$

$

Audio equipment that
delivers pure, natural
sounds. Cambridge Audio
have been at the forefront
of audio innovation for
decades.

EVO 150

4,999

$

LIMITED
STOCK

LIMITED
STOCK

AXR100
FM/AM Stereo Receiver

CXA61
Integrated Amplifier

CXN V2
Network Audio Streamer

Offering a massive 100 watts per channel,
a dedicated subwoofer speaker output for
improving bass and two sets of speaker outputs.
It also features analogue inputs, digital inputs, a
phono stage, an FM/AM receiver with RDS and a
3.5mm input.

The CXA61 is 60 watts per channel of pure
excitement. It’s a punchy and upfront listen,
without giving away detail or precision.

Stunning Sound Quality so you can hear
every detail in your digital files. Connect to
anything using USB, Coaxial and TOSLINK
connections. It also comes with AirPlay 2 and
Chromecast built-in wireless connections.

BLUETOOTH
ON BOARD

8

1,299

$

BLUETOOTH
ON BOARD

2,399

1,999

$

$

cables available instore and online
Speaker Cables

RCA Analogue

XLR Balanced

MRX 740
A/V Receiver

MRX 1140
A/V Receiver

AVM 70
Home Theatre Pre-amp

11.2 Pre-Amplifier / 7 Amplifier Channel A/V
receiver. Features Dolby Atmos, DTS:X, IMAX
Enhanced and ARC (Anthem Room Correction).

15.2 Pre-Amplifier / 11 Amplifier Channel A/V
receiver. Features Dolby Atmos, DTS:X, IMAX
Enhanced and ARC (Anthem Room Correction).

Featuring industry-leading room correction,
expert management of the latest audio
formats and robust integration; the nerve
center of any home theatre or media room.

4,999

6,499

$

5,999

$

Anthem’s Amplifiers
and AV Receivers deliver
the most advanced
devices to connect,
control, optimise and
power all of your home
entertainment.

$

MRX 540
A/V Receiver
7.2 Pre-Amplifier / 5 Amplifier Channel A/V
receiver. Features Dolby Atmos, DTS:X, IMAX
Enhanced and ARC (Anthem Room Correction).

HOT
PRICE

STR INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
The revolutionary STR Integrated Amplifier
is based on an entirely new technological
platform, for true benchmark performance
in stereo amplification. More power, more
control, more connection options, and the
most advanced technology available in
a single, easy-to-use component.

7,999

STR POWER AMPLIFIER
Power Amplifier

MCA 525
Power Amplifier

The STR Power Amplifier is the beating heart
of a world-class 2-channel sound system.
It delivers massive power generation – 400
Watts/channel - with audiophile-quality
output in a smartly designed component.

Available in 5, 3 and 2-channel
configurations, the new MCA Series delivers
lower THD (total harmonic distortion) for
more clean, pure sound and lower noise for a
supremely quiet background.

9,999

$

$

6,499

$

cables available instore and online
SPDIF Digital

USB Digital

HDMI

WAS $3,299

2,499

$

9

R3
High Fidelity Music System

Clean lines, proportions
and special features like
the RotoDial control system
help make Ruark Audio
instantly recognisable.

We believe everyone deserves good design
in their lives and the smart, elegant R3
system helps people enjoy life that little bit
more. It combines a dapper, upscale design
with a versatile and playful form factor,
topped off by a sublime sound that belies its
compact stature.

1,499

$

R1
Compact Music System

R5
High Fidelity Music System

MRX
Bluetooth Speaker System

Beautifully simple, R1 is ideal for the kitchen,
perfect in the office and simply delightful to
wake up to in the bedroom. Plus a built-in
Bluetooth receiver.

R5 is the perfect ‘all-in-one’ system for music
and design enthusiasts alike. Wirelessly
stream or connect toa turntable or TV.

With great sound and a wide range of
abilities, on its own MRx makes a perfect
system for your lounge, kitchen or study.

Also available in Soft Grey.

Available in Grey or Walnut.

599

2,299

$

999

$

$

BEST
MODEL
FOR AM
RECEPTION

The largest specialist
producer of digital and
analogue radios. Sangean
have been delivering
quality and performance
for over 40 years.

PR-D3
Portable Radio

PR-D6
Portable Radio

Exceptional sound performance thanks to its
large 5-inch speaker. The PR-D3 produces a
deep low range that fills a small space perfectly.

An attractively styled portable radio with
simplicity and function in mind. It includes a
rugged antenna and carrying strap. The PR-D6
delivers powerful audio for its size.

269

149

$

$

PR-D4
Portable Radio

DT-120
Pocket Receiver

PR-D12BT
Portable Radio

DCR-83
Radio

AM/FM equipped with several
options and less noise and
interference you'll experience great
reception no matter where you are.

This mini radio is highly portable
and easy to use. Fits in your pocket
for tuning in on-the-go. Includes
headphones for extra convenience.

Listen to your favourite radio
stations at home or on the go.
Takes re-chargeable AA batteries.

FM/Bluetooth Digital Clock Radio,
Dual Alarm settings with Sound
Soother, Passive Speaker and
Ported Cabinet.

179

$
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129

$

Available in White or Black.

BLUETOOTH
ON BOARD

299

$

BLUETOOTH
ON BOARD

379

$

cables available instore and online
Speaker Cables

RCA Analogue

XLR Balanced

EH-TW5700
Smart Projector

EH-TW7100
Home Theatre Projector

PRO CINEMA LS12000
4K PRO-UHD Laser Projector

Part of a new generation of smart
projectors featuring an inbuilt Chromecast
for easy viewing of your favourite
entertainment apps from your Android or
iOS smart phone, tablet, iPhone, and iPad.

Experience a new type of 4K home theatre
projection technology. With proprietary
dedicated processors for resolution
enhancement, HDR and image processing.
4K PRO-UHD home theatre projectors will
faithfully display all your favourite content.

Utilizing an all-new Laser Array Light Source,
the Pro Cinema LS12000 is capable of
displaying a 4K picture on screen up to an
astonishing 2,700 lumens for both color and
white brightness.

WAS $1,999

WAS $3,299

1,899

2,999

$

$

NEW
RELEASE

9,499

$

PROJECTORS
Enjoy the full cinema
experience in the
comfort of your own
home with the best
projectors on the market.

LIMITED
STOCK

VPL-VW290ES
4K Home Theatre
Projector

FREE BULB
WORTH $899

Sony VPL-XW5000ES
4K Laser Projector
Immerse yourself in an incredibly lifelike
picture with native 4K resolution of 8.3
million pixels (3,840 x 2,160) thanks to the
all-new 0.61-inch SXRD panel generating
up to 2,000 lumens of high brightness for
vibrant images, even on large screens.

The ultimate 4K home cinema experience
with 1,500 lumens brightness and advanced
features including a next-generation
picture processor promising added detail
enhancement and improved HDR handling.
Available in Black or White.

7,999

10,499

$

$

We accept all of the following payment methods
SPDIF Digital

USB Digital

HDMI

EH-TW9400
Home Theatre Projector
Amazing picture quality for the ultimate home
cinema experience. Enjoy the big screen
experience at home with this affordable home
cinema projector featuring sharp images, and
an incredibly high contrast ratio, all with great
connectivity and easy set up.

WAS $5,499

4,999

$
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M9
Hi-Res Android
Player

For more than 30 years
Shanling have been
designing and building
the highest quality audio
and hifi products for our
musical enjoyment.

BONUS
CASE WORTH
$60 WITH ALL
SHANLING
MODELS

With interchangeable
headphone modules,
M9 pairs with almost
any headphone on
the market. Optimized
gain circuitry provides
more power on both
balanced and single
ended outputs.

5,499

$

M8
Hi-Res
Android
Player

M6
Portable Music Player

M6 Pro
Portable Music Player

Adapts the signature look of prior
Shanling players. Minamalistic
style with full open Android OS.

Powerful on the inside with small
tweaks to the popular design,
such as pronounced cutouts for
even better comfort in hand.

999

$

WAS $3,299

Meze Elite
Audiophile
Headphones

A blend of premium
materials, exquisite
craftsmanship and
detailing that's
unmistakably Meze,
make these one of the
most technologically
innovative headphones
in the world.

Combining an exclusive
aesthetic with stateof-the-art engineering,
ELITE delivers an
accurate, authentic
listening experience
ready to meet the
highest expectations
of the proficient
audiophile.

FREE
HEADPHONE
COUCH

5,499

99 Neo
Wired
Headphones

99 Classics
Audiophile
Headphones

A fresh take on the
99 series for the
uptown audiophile,
99 Neo brings
together Meze
Audio's signature
sound quality with
cutting edge style.

Delivering perfect
natural sound even
to the pickiest
of audio lovers.
With walnut wood
earcups, soft
earpads and a
keepspring steel
headband.

WAS $349

299

$

237A Dominion Rd, Mt Eden, Auckland

599

$

Empyrean
Audiophile
Headphones

6,999

$
HANDMADE IN
ROMANIA

Designed as a scaled down
version of the M8, to be a more
practical and smaller player,
with a 4.2-inch touch screen
and class leading battery life.

2,999

$

1,499

$

High-end, award winning
audio headphones that
embody classical values
of clarity, balance and
harmony.

M3X
Android
Music Player/
Streamer

Shanling has
announced its
flagship
Android Hi-Res
player the
Shanling M8, with the all-new
developed interchangeable
headphone socket.

$

Rai Penta
Audiophile
Headphones

With 5 drivers harmoniously completing each
other and ingeniously modeled ergonomic
housing, the Rai Penta is all about detail, organic
tonality and seamless fit.

WAS $549

499

$

09 630 1204

FREE 4.4
BALANCED
CABLE
WORTH
$299

1,999

$

avworld.co.nz

